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INTRODUCTION 
As performers on the modern horn, we are presented with literature that was 
written for an instrument that differs from the one we use today. The fact that much of 
our solo literature was written for the natural horn does not invalidate our performances 
of it on the modern double horn. However, in order to present the music correctly, we 
must be aware of the development of the horn and historical context. In this document, I 
explore four pieces from different points in horn history. I assert the reasons each 
composer wrote the way he did by considering the physical makeup of the horn at the 
time, the expectations of form, the specific horn players composed for, and the 
composer's intent. 
This document accompanies a recital given on April 13, 2014 at the Doudna Fine 
Arts Center at Eastern Illinois University in Charleston, IL. 
1 
2 
1: Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's Horn Concerto No. 3 in Ejlat Major, K. 447 
The Physical Horn, Performance Practice, and Idiomatic Writing 
In the eighteenth century, the horn was not a favored solo instrument. Valves 
would not be adopted until about 1840, and so the horn was simply a coil of brass. It was 
severely limited. In the 1 780s, Mozart wrote four significant horn concertos that are 
standard repertoire for any advanced horn player today. In all four concertos, he wrote 
idiomatically for the natural horn, carefully working around its limitations. I will use 
Mozart's Horn Concerto No. 3, K. 447, as an example. 
The natural horn player changes the key of his instrument by switching crooks. 
The system of crooks was invented in 1753 by Anton Joseph Hampel. 1 A crook is a 
removable piece of tubing that is inserted in the horn to change the length of the 
instrument, therefore changing the horn's key. Crooks also alter the timbre and response 
of the horn. Mozart wrote in the key of E flat. The E-flat crook is an ideal choice 
because it has the best intonation and the smoothest tone.2 Mozart wrote in this key for 
the horn player despite the fact that E flat is not the most desirable key for the string 
orchestra. 
Mozart was mindful of the harmonic series when he wrote his melodies. The 
open natural horn can only sound the notes on the harmonic series. The harmonic series 
is as follows, as a horn player playing a horn in any key would read it:3 
1 John Humphries, The Early Horn (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 28. 
2 Ibid., 31. 
3 Image credit Jeffrey Agrell. This is also why horn parts appear in so many transpositions: it 
was a help to the natural hornist, who needed to know where the notes fit in the harmonic series. 
On today's valve horn, transpositions other than F require the hornist to transpose. 
3 
2= J r iJ J J ~r r F r •r r F ~r qr f 3 2 '.l 4 5 6 7 :!( Q w II 12 ·~ 14 15 1(1 
Figure 1: The harmonic series 
Every note in between the ones shown in the Figure 1 is accomplished by lip bending or 
by fully or partially stopping the horn with the hand. The technique of hand-stopping 
was codified by Anton Joseph Hampel around 1750.4 The goal of natural horn players 
was to achieve a timbre that is as homogenous as possible - to make the muted notes 
sound like the open ones.5 To minimize this difficulty and to capitalize on the good tone 
of the open horn, Mozart wrote his melodies to fit closely into the harmonic series, using 
the open tones as much as possible. This can be seen by examining the horn's opening 
theme in the first movement. In order to illustrate the relationship to the harmonic series 
and to provide for easier discussion of stopped and open notes, I have provided the notes 
that the horn player reads in Figure 2. This is in line with the harmonic series in Figure 1. 
Figure 2: Opening melody, Horn Concerto No. 3, K. 447 
In this phrase, the only two notes that the horn player would need to stop are the B and 
the D# on the strong beats of the above second and fourth measures, respectively. As a 
result of the metric placement, the hornist will lean into these notes, allowing him to use 
the volume needed to round out the sound of the muted notes. In addition, Mozart did 
not require the horn player to sustain these notes. 
4 Reginald Morley-Pegge, The French Horn (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1973), 87. 
5 Horace Fitzpatrick, The Horn and Horn-Playing (London: Oxford University Press, 1970), 183. 
4 
Mozart's third movement displays the horn's roots in the hunt. According to 
records from as early as the sixteenth century, the horn was often played on horseback, 
used to excite the hunting hounds and to signal different events. In the year 1636, a 
French scholar named Marin Mersenne wrote about the "horn with many turns" and the 
practice of playing hunting fanfares. 6 At first, horn calls were simple, using only one or 
two pitches. As horn-makers added length to the horn, more pitches were available, and 
horn calls became more complex. Figure 3 is an example of a signal for the sighting of a 
stag.7 
Ton pour la premiere vue 
- - ~ f o >c rJ 1 r r r r r r 1 r p r p 1 r :tr rr 1 r r c U 1 
gcr;crriccrrrr Ir' UJJ1J PF >1J Pr vi 
4 r pr r r 1 r Pr c r 1 r J!JJ 1 JJJlJJ IJ ' 11 
Figure 3: A hunting horn call 
The hunting-horn style, exemplified above, is characterized by staccato repeated 
notes, accents, arpeggios, and compound meter. These same attributes can be found in 
this excerpt from the opening of the third movement (Figure 4): 
~~mr lffli'il,jFncrr=t~l 
~-~ter' 1~ nt.M. 
Figure 4: Mozart's hunting horn melody, K. 447, Mvt. 4 
6 Fitzpatrick, The Horn and Horn-Playing, 4. 
7 Morley-Pegge, The French Horn, 78. 
5 
Here, the repeated notes are to be played lightly and separated. The first eighth note in 
each group of three should be accented and all six notes should drive to the quarter note. 
After the quarter note is articulated, there should be a slight decrescendo, pulling back the 
resolution of the suspension and making the ends of the phrase metrically weak. This 
brings out the "natural roguishness" that Mozart knew the horn to possess. 8 
Mozart took care to maximize the particular strong points of the instrument and of 
the player. Joseph Leitgeb was a horn player of solid repute who had toured successfully 
in Paris, Vienna, and Frankfurt.9 In the eighteenth century, horn players specialized as 
high horn players, known as cor-alto, and low horn players, or cor-basse. 10 Because 
none of Mozart's concertos ever drop below a ledger-line G, it can be surmised that 
Leitgeb had a high embouchure. In addition, the prevalence of trills in the concertos 
suggests that lip trills were a strong point for Leitgeb. Mozart wrote the trills to fit the 
open horn, because to trill with one's hand would be difficult. The D to E trill is done 
only with the lips. This is accomplished by altering lip tension and aperture size to flip 
up and down over the partial. This is an important eighteenth-century performance 
practice. Trills are still executed this way on modem valve horns. 
Formal Analysis of Movement 1 
Mozart followed the expectations for horn writing and followed the formal 
harmonic structures of the classical period as well. Therefore he was writing 
idiomatically for the horn and also appropriately pleasing his orchestral audience. His 
s Martha Kingdon Ward, "Mozart and the Horn" (Music & Letters 3114), 324. 
9 D. Heartz, "Leutgeb and the 1762 Horn Concertos of Joseph and Johann Michael Haydn" (MJb 
1987), 59-64. 
1° Kazimierz Machala, The Horn Concertos of Francesco Antonio Rosetti (PhD diss., The 
Juilliard School, 1978), 31. 
6 
use of sonata form made his works well known. 11 Movement 1 of K. 44 7 is in concerto 
sonata-form. The concerto sonata-form has a double exposition: an orchestral one and a 
solo one. In the orchestral exposition of K. 44 7, the two subjects are stated in the tonic. 
In the solo exposition, the second subject modulates to the dominant. 
There are three main solo sections. The first is the exposition, ending on the trill. 
This section begins in E flat and modulates to B flat. The second is the development 
section, which ventures into the distant key of D flat. The third, beginning in m. 121, is 
the recapitulation, in which the themes are restated in E flat. The orchestra is featured as 
more than accompaniment; the concerto is a dialogue between the soloist and the 
orchestra. Both voices often imitate each other and usually cadence into each other. For 
a complete thematic analysis of Movement 1, refer to the diagram on the following pages. 
Thematic Analysis of Movement 1: Mozart Hom Concerto No. 3 in Eb Major, K. 447 
mm. Key Cadence Tutti/Solo Theme Description Phrase Function 
1-4 Eb IAC Tutti a - The opening theme 4m Expository 
is stated in the orchestra 
S-9 HC b Sm 
10-13 IAC c 4m 
14-18 -- d Sm 
19-2S PAC e 6m Terminative 
26-28 PAC f Transitional 
29-32 A IAC Solo 1 a - The opening theme 4m Expository 
is stated in the solo 
33-36 PAC g 4m 
37- 39 PAC [Tutti] g 
40-43 -- h 4m 
44-47 HC 1 4m 
48-S I Eb- IAC J 4m 
-Bb 
S2-SS B Bb IAC [Tutti] c - Exact repetition of 4m 
the third theme 
S6-60 -- c 4m 
11 Birchard Coar, The French Horn (DeKalb, IL: 1947), 39. 
7 
mm. Key Cadence Tutti/Solo Theme Description Phrase Function 
61-64 -- k 4m 
6S-69 PAC l Sm Terminative 
69-72 c -- Tutti b 4m Transitional 
73-79 PAC e 
80-84 Bb- IAC f 
-Db 
8S-88 D Db IAC Solo 2 m- A theme 4m Expository 
characterized by wide 
intervallic leaps 
89-92 IAC n 4m 
93-94 IAC Tutti n 
9S-l04 Db- PAC [Solo] d' - Solo has white Transitional 
-G notes that accompany 
l OS-111 G-- HC [Solo] o - Solo has staccato 
Eb arpeggios 
112-11 S E Eb IAC a - The opening theme 4m Expository 
returns 
116-120 HC e Sm 
121-124 IAC Solo 3 a 4m 
12S-128 PAC g - exact repetition of 4m 
theme g 
129-131 F IAC [Tutti] g 
132-13S -- h 4m 
136-139 HC p 4m 
140-143 IAC [Tutti] c - exact repetition of 4m 
the third theme 
144-147 G PAC c 4m 
148-lSO -- d'' - The fourth theme 
transposed 
l S 1-l S4 -- d'" 4m 
1SS-1S9 PAC q 4m Terminative 
lS9-167 PAC r- Trill 
167-171 H HC Tutti b Cadenza 
172-183 PAC e 
8 
2: Francesco Antonio Rosetti's Concerto in E flat for Two Horns 
The Physical Horn, Performance Practice, and Idiomatic Writing 
Antonio Rosetti was born in Bohemia as Franz Anton Rosier. In 1773, he ceased 
to study for the priesthood and opted for a career in music. Rosetti was then employed in 
Wallerstein, Germany, where he wrote many horn concertos because of the availability of 
good horn players. 12 Like his contemporary Mozart, he wrote idiomatically for the 
instrument. In his double horn concertos, Rosetti wrote for two horn players, one high 
and one low. Because of the harmonic series of the horn, cor-alto and cor-basse required 
very different writing. 13 High and low horn players used the same horns, but different 
mouthpieces. A deep cup and a wide rim make the low notes rounder and easier, while a 
shallow cup and a narrow rim achieve more accuracy in the high register. 
As I explained previously, in the eighteenth century, notes in between the partials 
on the horn were achieved by stopping the horn or lip-bending the notes into tune. These 
notes could be used, but they were most often attempted at slower tempos. The partials 
of the low register of the horn are spaced farther apart than in the high register; therefore, 
the high horn has more available open notes than the low horn. Refer again to the 
diagram of the harmonic series of the horn, below. 
'-: 4 j &J J J ¥ p F r !F r E 
~r 1£ IT J ~ ;I 4 5 fl 7 x Q IO II 12 I:\ 1-1 15 lfl 
Figure 5: The harmonic series 
Above the seventh partial, the intervals between the notes are whole or half steps apart. 
Below the seventh partial, the intervals are as small as a minor third and as large as an 
12 Machala, The Horn Concertos of Francesco Antonio Rosetti, 4. 
13 Ibid., 31. 
9 
octave. Therefore, the eighteenth century high hornist could easily play more semitones 
than the low hornist, who was accustomed to larger intervallic leaps. These 
characteristics are illustrated in the following measures from the third movement. The 
cor-alto is the top line and the cor-basse is the bottom line. 
Figure 6: Cor-a/to and cor-basse, Concerto for Two Horns, mm. 119-120 
Here, the cor-alto has stepwise motion, while the cor-basse has an accompaniment 
pattern that features intervallic leaps and repeated notes. From the viewpoint of a natural 
hornist, this is perfectly written. 
There are many more ornaments in the Rosetti horn concertos than in the Mozart 
horn concertos. The modern hornist must decide how to appropriately execute each of 
these ornaments. Although there are books from that time period on the subject, authors 
disagreed, and there was no universal way of interpreting ornaments. 14 The first 
ornament I will consider is the tum. The homist should begin on the written note and 
visit the top neighbor, then the note again, and then the bottom neighbor, and again 
retum. 15 An example of this is in the second solo horn part in m. 84 of the first 
movement. 
14 Malcolm S. Cole, "Back to the Land: Performance Practice and the Classical Period" 
(Performance Practice Review 111, 1988). 
15 David Barford, The Horn Concertos of Antonio Rosetti (PhD diss., University of Illinois, 1980), 
58. 
10 
(ix) ~~;: ~j~{f~~ l~J. ~· 4~1r ~~~I ~r ~f@ffit 
Figure 7: Turn, Concerto for Two Horns, mm. 83-85 
The best realization of this turn is probably this one shown in Figure 8, because it visits 
both neighbors and returns to the G: 
J r 
Figure 8: Turn realization 1 
The realization shown in Figure 9 would also be acceptable, since the note that follows 
the turn is also a G. 
J 
Figure 9: Turn realization 2 
The second ornament is the trill. On the natural horn, most trills would have been 
lip trills. Occasionally, a trill required the performer to move his palm very quickly over 
and away from the bell. Long trills from this time period are usually begun on the top 
note and often drop to the lower neighbor right before the resolution of the trill. 16 Short 
trills offer the performer quite a few options. The first horn has a short trill in m. 156: 
16 Barford, The Horn Concertos of Antonio Rosetti, 59. 
11 
(Ir) 
Figure 10: Trill: Concerto for Two Horns, mm. 155-156 
The performer can begin on the top note and trill downward (Figure 11): 
-------
-------
Figure 11: Trill realization 1 
The performer can choose to drop to the lower neighbor before the resolution (Figure 12): 
Figure 12: Trill realization 2 
Because this trill is approached from a note one step above the trill note, beginning on the 
note and trilling upward would also be acceptable, although uncommon (Figure 13): 
Figure 13: Trill realization 3 
Two simpler, less active interpretations of the trill can be used, especially at the quick 
tempo of this excerpt (Figure 14). The example on the left is called a mordent. 
J !!JJ J J J J J lu 
Figure 14: Trill realization 4 
12 
The third ornament is the grace note. The presence of a grace note raises some 
questions. Should the grace note be placed on the beat or before it? What is the duration 
of the grace note? The simplest and most common way of realizing these grace notes is 
to place them on the beat and make them equal to the note they precede. 17 Take for 
instance the grace note in m. 75 in the first solo horn part. 
74. 
~ biz 
Ir § ...... ~r~ ~ ~ ~ r r re r r 1t,.@"§fE1 r 
J] J 
Figure 15: Grace note, mm. 74-76 
Since this phrase is complex already, it is best to realize it this way (Figure 16): 
Figure 16: Realization of the grace note 
The grace note is placed on the beat and treated like a sixteenth note. Some music writers 
of the time, including C.P.E. Bach, Leopold Mozart, and Quantz, say to shorten the grace 
note slightly. 18 
According to researchers David Barford and Birchard Coar, Rosetti probably 
wrote this concerto for Johannes Palsa, a high hornist, and Karl Turrschmidt, a low 
hornist. After touring as virtuosos, both of these hornists were hired to play in the 
17 Barford, The Horn Concertos of Antonio Rosetti, 57. 
18 Ibid., 56. 
13 
Prussian court. Rosetti visited the Prussian court in 1791 and 1792. 19 Because they were 
virtuosic players, Rosetti wrote an abundance of semitones, difficult to play on the 
valveless horns of the day. The manuscripts of this double concerto are still in Berlin 
today. Turrschmidt was also a friend of Mozart's. 
It is also possible that Rosetti wrote this concerto for Joseph Nagel and Franz 
Zwierzina. These men were hired for the Wallerstein orchestra in 1780. Both Nagel, a 
high homist, and Zwierzina, a low homist, had studied hand-stopping technique with 
Karl Haudek and Anton Hampel in Dresden and had played in a court orchestra in 
Vienna.20 It would not be unusual for Rosetti to write for this duo, because other 
composers wrote for them, including the Viennese composers Franz Anton Hoffmeister 
and Paul Anton Wineberger.21 
Formal Analysis of Movement 1 
Movement 1 of this double concerto, like K. 44 7, is in concerto sonata form. 
Both the orchestral and the solo expositions modulate from E flat to B flat. The 
development, beginning at m. 129, modulates to E flat minor. The recapitulation, 
beginning in m. 203, restates the important themes in the key of E flat. The solo parts 
dialogue with each other, and they also dialogue with the orchestra, often overlapping 
each other or cadencing into one another. For a more complete thematic analysis of this 
movement, refer to the table on the following pages. 
19 S.E. Murray, "The Double Horn Concerto: a Specialty of the Oettingen-Wallerstein 
Court" (JM iv), 507-34. 
20 J.R. Piersol, The Oettingen-Wallerstein Hojkapelle and its Wind Music (diss., U. of 
Iowa, 1972). 
21 Barford, The Horn Concertos of Antonio Rosetti, 169. 
14 
Thematic Analysis of Movement 1: Rosetti Concerto for Two Homs in E flat Major 
mm Key Cad. Tutti/Solo Theme Description Phrase Function 
1-4 Eb HC Tutti a A lyrical phrase begins the 4m Expository 
5-S PAC b tutti exposition 4m 
9-12 IAC c 4m 
13-16 -- d 4m 
17-23 Eb-F IAC e Transitional 
24-33 F-Bb PAC f 
34-37 Eb HC h 4m Expository 
3S-43 HC h 6m 
44-4S PAC 1 Sm 
49-56 PAC j A trill into the cadence Terminative 
57-64 PAC k 
65-6S Eb HC Solo a The same lyrical phrase 4m Expository 
begins the solo exposition 
69-72 IAC b 4m 
73-76 PAC b 4m 
77-SO PAC Tutti c 4m 
Sl-S6 Eb-Bb IAC Solo 1 6m Transitional 
S7-94 Bb HC " m Sm 
95-9S PAC Tutti n 4m Expository 
99- HC Solo 0 Sm 
106 
107- PAC " 0 7m 
113 
114- HC Tutti j 4m 
11 S 
119- PAC Solo p Exposition ends with a trill. lOm Terminative 
129 
130- Bb-F IAC Tutti d The development begins Transitional 
13S 
139- F-Bb PAC f with unstable material. 
14S 
149- Bb IAC Solo q 4m Expository 
153 
154- PAC r 4m 
157 
lSS- Bb- IAC -- Transitional 
16S Ebm 
169- Ebm IAC Tutti c 
170 
171- IAC Solo s 6m Expository 
176 
177- PAC s 4m 
lSO 
1S1- IAC t 4m 
15 
mm Kev Cad. Tutti/Solo Theme Description Phrase Function 
184 
18S- PAC t 4m 
188 
189- HC u 4m 
192 
193- Ebm- IAC -- Transitional 
202 Eb 
203- Eb HC Solo a The recapitulation begins 4m Expository 
206 
207- IAC b with the first theme. 4m 
210 
211- PAC b 4m 
214 
21S- PAC Tutti c 4m 
218 
219- IAC d Sm 
223 
224- HC Solo v tom 
234 
23S- PAC Tutti -- 4m 
238 
239- IAC Solo w Sm 
243 
244- PAC w 4m 
247 
248- PAC Tutti j Sm 
2S2 
2S3- PAC Solo x 4m 
2S6 
2S7- PAC x 9m 
266 
267- PAC y 6m 
272 
273- PAC Tutti y Plus a solo cadenza Sm Terminative 
280 
281- PAC -- Sm 
28S 
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3: Carl Maria von Weber's Writing for the Horn 
The Physical Horn, Performance Practice, and Idiomatic Writing 
W.A. Mozart set a precedent for horn writing with his four horn concertos in the 
late eighteenth century. In the first decade of the nineteenth century, the teenage Carl 
Maria von Weber approached the horn in a different way than Mozart had, with virtuosity 
as his goal. 22 Weber's Concertino for Hom is an inventive and pioneering work for horn, 
about which very little has been written, and it was very seldom played because of its 
extreme technical difficulty.23 Weber sought to maximize the acoustic and virtuosic 
potential of the horn, using all the available techniques in the musical vocabulary of the 
time.24 
At this time in horn history, horn players still specialized in either high or low 
horn playing and were categorized respectively. Weber's concertino, however, employs 
the extremes of both ends of the horn's range. The following is an excerpt from the 
introduction. 
Figure 17: Range extremes, Concertina for Horn, mm. 11-16 
High notes above the eleventh partial and low notes below the fourth partial are required 
in the same line of music. This makes it technically difficult for horn players of the time 
period. 
Weber first wrote this concertino in 1806 for his friend Joseph Dautrevaux of 
22 Warrack, John, Carl Maria Von Weber (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976). 
23 Coar, The French Horn, 91. 
24 Kirby, Percival R, "Horn Chords: an Acoustical Problem" (MTlxvi, 1925), 811-13. 
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Carlsruhe, who played horn in the orchestra maintained by the Duke of Wilrttemberg. 
About ten years later, he published it for the Munich horn player Sebastian Rauch.25 
Weber's concertino effectively demonstrates the acoustic potential of the horn. 
The first movement (Theme and Variations) and the third movement (the Polacca) 
display the horn's brassy, almost comet-like sound. This manner of horn writing calls to 
mind its outdoor origin in the hunt.26 
In contrast, the introduction and the second movement explore the vocal potential 
of the horn. Weber was familiar with operatic writing because by 1815, he had already 
written three successful operas, Die Macht der Liebe und des Weins (1798), Das stumme 
Waldmddchen (1800), and Peter Schmoll und seine Nachbarn (1803). He had been 
appointed in 1806 as the director of the Breslau Opera and had spent a year trying to 
reform it before he left on account of significant opposition.27 The recitative-like second 
movement was most likely added in 1815 for Rauch.28 It includes a notated cadenza. 
The operatic qualities of this movement are illustrated by this excerpt: 
Figure 18: Operatic qualities, Concertino for Horn, m. 149 
In imitation of an opera singer, the line swells upward, lingers, and tumbles down 
dramatically to end the statement where it began. 
As discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, natural horn players changed the key of their 
instruments by using different-sized crooks. This transposed the harmonic series. The 
25 Coar, The French Horn, 53. 
26 ibid., 54. 
27 Barbadette, Ch-M de Weber. 
28 Warrack, Carl Maria von Weber, 168. 
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best crook to use was the E-flat crook, which, on account of its acoustic qualities, had the 
roundest tone and best intonation. Therefore, Mozart wrote for the horn in E flat. Weber, 
however, chose to write for the horn in E. This makes it slightly more difficult for the 
natural horn player to achieve good tone and intonation. The modem double horn player 
playing this piece written for horn in E transposes down a half step, creating many 
awkward fingerings which contribute to its technical difficulty. 
Another contribution to the piece's technical difficulty is Weber's use of 
multiphonics. It is highly unusual that this early nineteenth-century piece requires 
multiphonics, since extended techniques are found mostly in twentieth-century works. 
However, this particular effect has existed since the eighteenth century, used mostly in 
cadenzas and was promoted by the horn virtuoso Eugene Vivier.29 Weber's concertino 
was one of the first works to employ this technique for horn. Shown below is the end of 
the second movement where Weber requires the multiphonics, also known as horn chords 
(see Figure 19). 
::j; r.-. ! ~! w 
I"":"'. 
• Iii 
Figure 19: Multiphonics, Concertina for Horn, mm. 166-176 
By playing the bottom note and singing another, the horn player produces two 
notes at once. If the sung note is loud enough, an overtone will sound above it. This 
results in three notes played simultaneously.30 In Figure 19, the top notes are overtones, 
the middle notes are sung, and the bottom notes are played. Weber wrote this horn chord 
29 Kirby, "Horn Chords: an Acoustical Problem." 
30 ibid., 811. 
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section with the awareness that most players would be incapable of playing it. 31 
Formal Analysis 
The Concertino for Horn is in three connected movements with an introduction. 
It is also sometimes viewed as two movements with an introduction and a long cadenza 
in the middle. Although the concertino is titled E minor, most of it is in E major. The 
introduction is a slow, declamatory section in E minor. The first movement begins in E 
major and does not modulate. It presents four variations on 8-measure theme, sounding 
very much like a theme-and-variations for a comet. The second movement is a written 
cadenza in E minor. It was not the practice of the time to write out cadenzas; however, 
Weber notated what sort of cadenza he wanted.32 Since the multiphonics are impossible 
for many players, he provided an optional passage. The third movement is a polacca, 
which was a Polish dance style in fashion at the time, in E major. 
31 Coar, The French Horn, 92. 
32 ibid., 91. 
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Thematic Analysis: Carl Maria von Weber, Concertino for Hom in E Minor, Op. 45 
mm. Key Cad. Tutti/ Theme Description Function 
Solo 
1-4 Em HC Tutti Declamatory introduction Introductory 
5-8 HC Solo a 
9-14 PAC b 
15-18 IAC c 
19-27 HC d 
28-35 E PAC e Lyrical theme in rounded binary Theme 
36-43 PAC f form with a tutti tag/coda 
44-51 PAC Tutti e 
52-59 PAC Solo e Legato, slurred eighth-note Variation 1 
60-67 PAC f variation of the theme 
68-75 DC Tutti 
76-83 A PAC Solo e Fast triplet sixteenth note Variation 2 
84-91 PAC f variation 
92-98 PAC Tutti e Reprise of the theme Theme 
99- B PAC Solo e 
106 
107- PAC f 
114 
115- HC Tutti Transition 
121 
122- c PAC Solo e Marcato arpeggios, extended Variation 3 
129 
130- PAC f range, similar to Variation 2 
141 
142- HC Tutti e 
148 
149- E--C-- HC Solo Declamatory recitative section, Cadenza+ 
176 Em reminiscent of the introduction Recitative 
177- D E IAC Solo g Bouncy dance theme (polonaise) Expository 
180 
181- IAC g' 
184 
185- IAC Tutti g 
188 
189- IAC g' 
192 
193- IAC Solo h 
196 
197- IAC g' 
200 
201- IAC Tutti h 
204 
205- IAC g' 
208 
21 
mm. Key Cad. Tutti/ Theme Description Function 
Solo 
209- IAC Solo I Broken chords Developmental 
212 
213- IAC i, 
216 
217- E-C#m IAC J 
220 
221- C#m IAC Tutti k 
224 
225- E A HC Solo l 
232 
233- PAC m 
236 
237- IAC n Phrase closely related to theme g 
240 
241- PAC n' 
245 
246- IAC 0 
251 
252- c HC Tutti p Phrase closely related to theme l Transitional 
255 
256- IAC q 
259 
260- PAC q' 
263 
264- IAC r 
266 
267- C-E s 
272 
273- F E IAC Solo g The return of the polonaise Recapitulatory 
276 
277- IAC g' theme 
280 
281- IAC Tutti g 
284 
285- IAC g' 
288 
289- IAC Solo h 
292 
293- DC g' The polonaise theme with a 
300 
301- PAC t virtuosic extension 
310 
311- G PAC u 
314 
315- PAC u' 
319 
320- IAC trill 
323 
22 
mm. Key Cad. Tutti/ Theme Description Function 
Solo 
324- HC v related to theme g 
326 
327- PAC w related to theme g, exiting Terminative 
342 "fireworks" arpeggios 
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4: Randall Faust's Call and Response for Solo Horn 
The Physical Horn, Performance Practice, and Idiomatic Writing 
Horns today, unlike the horns I have discussed in the previous three chapters, are 
fully chromatic, thanks to the invention of mechanical valves. Hornists experimented 
with the idea of a valve horn without the hassle of many crooks for decades before the 
instrument was actually successful. The first attempt to create a valve horn was in 1760 
by KlObel, a horn player from Bohemia.33 This clumsy instrument had two keys close to 
the bell. These keys, although they altered the pitch, also altered the tone quality of the 
notes. This can be inferred because the instrument featured a cover over the bell for the 
purpose of minimizing tone differences between keyed notes and open notes. 34 
In 1788, Charles Clagget from Ireland patented an instrument with valves. His 
ideas were solid in theory, but they were not useful in practice. Only a few performances 
on Clagget' s instruments took place in Bath and in London. In 1818, more successful 
valves were invented in Berlin. Two horn players from Berlin patented these valves 
simultaneously.35 Both Heinrich StOlzel and Friedrich Bli.ihmel claimed to be the first, 
and which man actually invented the valves first will probably never be known. 
In the 1840s, three methods for valve horn were written in France. The first was 
published in Paris by Pierre-Joseph Meifred in 1840.36 He wrote about a horn with two 
valves used to transpose the instrument. In this way the valves were similar to crooks. 
Hand-stopping was still a required technique. Meifred made several improvements on 
StOlzel and Bli.ihmel's model. He added valve slides to allow moisture to be emptied 
33 Fitzpatrick, The Horn and Horn-Playing, I 08. 
34 Morley-Pegge, The French Horn, 26. 
35 Humphries, The Early Horn, 32. 
36 Eric Brummitt, "Antonio Tosoroni's Metodo per ii corno a tre pistoni" (Horn Call xiii/3 2013), 
60. 
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from the valves. He also added a main tuning slide. Georges Kastner of Strasbourg from 
wrote a similar method in the same year, and Charles Gounod of Paris wrote one in 1845. 
These, too, were written for the horn with two valves.37 
In 1846, Antonio Tosoroni wrote a method for horn that disposed of hand-
stopping entirely.38 Many hornists, including accomplished Parisian horn professors Jean 
Mohr and Jacques-Francois Gallay, were reluctant to dispose of hand-stopping. They 
ignored the existence of the valve horn because of its weight, its mechanical defects, and 
an unwillingness to part with hand horn tradition.39 Tosoroni, a celebrated hand hornist 
who began playing the valve horn in 1830, wrote that although it was strange at first for 
hornists who had never played an instrument with valves, there was no reason to use hand 
stopping to achieve notes on a valve horn. Tosoroni also was a proponent of the horn in 
F.40 
From 1840 to about 1900, valve horns came in two primary keys, F and Bb. 
Hornists were grouped into two camps, strongly preferring one over the other. Each 
instrument had its strengths and its weaknesses. The F horn featured the classic dark 
horn sound, but had a noticeably tight sound in the upper register. The horn in Bb 
provided easier access to the high register, but had an overall dryness in tone that was 
instantly recognizable. In 1897, German horn maker Kruspe, following a design by 
professional hornist Edmund Gumpert, combined the best qualities of both horns. He 
manufactured the first double horn, a horn in F with a trigger that put it in Bb.41 
Randall Faust, a horn professor at Western Illinois University, wrote Call and 
37 Brummitt, "Antonio Tosoroni's Metodo," 60. 
38 Morley-Pegge, The French Horn. 
39 Humphries, The Early Horn, 18. 
40 Brummitt, "Antonio Tosoroni's Metodo," 61. 
41 John Ericson, "The Double Horn and its Invention" (The Horn Call 2812, 1998). 
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Response for Solo Horn in 1997, one hundred years after the first double horn was 
manufactured. In these hundred years, horn playing has changed, largely due to the 
capabilities of the double horn. Hom players no longer identify so strongly as high or 
low horn players, but are expected to play the entire range of the horn. This relatively 
new trend is reflected in the writing of Call and Response. In m. 9, a first partial B flat is 
required. Later in the piece in m. 49, a fourteenth partial Bb is written. This is a three-
octave range. 
Extended techniques have become more common in horn writing. Since the 
homist is no longer required to stop the horn to achieve certain notes, hand-stopping is 
now a technique used for timbre change, notated by a "+" sign. Faust uses this technique 
to create echo effects. Here is an example, in m. 29. 
+ __ 0 
n@ 
/\ p 
* J I p~cof 
Figure 20: Stopped Hom, Call and Response, mm. 29-31 
In this example, the stopped figure is similar to the open figure it answers. The horn 
player inserts his hand into the bell, completely closing off the opening. A stopped horn 
sounds a semitone higher because the bell opening is made smaller. To compensate for 
this, the horn player uses G fingering (open) for the A flat, and E fingering (also open) 
for the F. 
In m. 12, Faust asks the homist to flutter tongue, notated by slashes through the 
stem of the note. To flutter tongue, the horn player rolls his tongue and speeds up his air, 
in this case creating a jarring, angry sound. In mm. 45-46, the homist must glissando 
from a stopped note to an open note. The glissando is notated with a line like this: 
26 
Figure 21: Glissando, Call and Response, mm. 45-47 
Despite all the new techniques Faust wrote into the piece, the horn's older 
heritage can be heard. M. 57, m. 61, and mm. 68-70 (shown below) are horn calls, 
recalling the horn's outdoor days. 
Figure 22: Horn call, Call and Response, mm. 68-70 
Formal Analysis 
Call and Response is a one-movement work that does not follow a strict form. It 
is a theme and variations on the hymn tune Amazing Grace. However, the theme comes 
at the end of the piece, and there is no full variation, only fragments scattered throughout. 
"Amazing Grace" opens with a fourth, and this interval is common in the figures in the 
first half of the piece. The following diagram shows the material Faust used. 
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Thematic Analysis: Randall Faust's Call and Response 
mm. Thematic material Description 
1-2 a Dramatic !beginning with large intervallic leaps 
3-4 a The beginning figure, repeated p 
5-7 b A horn call 
8-12 a' The beginning figure with even larger leaps 
13-14 c Use of the 4th from the "Amazing Grace" tune 
15-17 c' 
18-21 c" 
22-23 d Horn calls 
24-25 d' 
26-28 e 
29-31 f A simple figure that is echoed on the stopped horn 
32-35 f 
36-40 g Quotes theme f 
41-43 h Slowly ascending lines 
44-47 h' 
48-50 I Climax, glissando, and descent 
51-52 j 
53-56 k Reflection, using the 4th again 
57-58 b Horn call 
59-60 k Reflection 
61-63 b' Horn call 
64-67 c Recalls the beginning 
68-72 b" Horn call 
73-94 "Amazing Grace" theme 
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